Introduction
Before the Q-70, the first NTDS digital computer was the AN/USQ-17 delivered in 1958; six were built (three in a horizontal configuration and three in a vertical configuration.) In 1960 the first of the 17 'service test' AN/USQ-20/CP642 computers was delivered. In the fall of 1961, the first of 142 CP642A computers was delivered. In February 1963 the first of the 241 AN/USQ-20B/CP642B computers was delivered. On April 21, 1969 we delivered the first of over 3,000 AN/UYK-7 processor units. On May 27 th , 1983 we were awarded the AN/UYK-43 production contract.
In March of 2011, the Navy and Lockheed Martin had publicized the delivery of the NTDS AN/UYQ-70 S/N 8000 to go aboard the submarine SSN783. At the left is the CP-2044 computer donated from the Clearwater, FL factory. This unit represents our extended history of airborne computer systems since 1963. This unit was designed in the early 90's with embedded microprocessors to replace the CP-901 computers aboard the Lockheed P-3C. The Club's portable display below provided details of that history 5 , shown previously at the Club's annual picnic.
[The 'Hunt for Red October' movie made the P-3C plane's prowess public.]
It is most appropriate to recognize the founders of ERA, including Bill Norris who also founded CDC.
ERA held the patents on Magnetic Drum memory, the grandfather of today's PC hard drives. This display podium shows the AN/UYK-44 Navy computer along with some identifying text. It describes this 16-bit computer as a replacement for the earlier AN/UYK-20 computer. As we continue to develop the museum exhibit, we do need volunteers to develop story boards for the other equipments yet in the museum basement storage area.
Just below is a 'lab coat' donated by one of the UNIVAC quality control inspectors! Over the decades we had thousands of assembly line workers in St. Paul before transitioning most manufacturing operations out of state.
One of the fun parts of the IT Legacy committee has been the reminiscing about various projects as retirees have donated their project souvenirs, note in the display case at the left is an 'Iranian Operations' ash tray. Before the downfall of the Shah, we were working on a Navy System for four new Iranian destroyers. That was just one of dozens of projects we did internationally via the Navy's Foreign Military Sales authorizations. 
Epilogue
The Lawshe Museum isn't the only site of our IT Legacy information. Several palettes of document boxes were shipped to the Charles Babbage Institute at the University of Minnesota. Detailed cataloguing of those is underway. In St. Paul, the original ERA prototype drum is currently on display in the Greatest Generation Exhibit at the Minnesota History Center. We also put some Legacy documents into the MN sesquicentennial time-capsule to be opened for the 2058 MN bicentennial.
The exhibit at Lawshe Museum focuses on the defense industry aspects of our IT Legacy. There are many commercial computer aspects of the ERA to UNIVAC to Sperry to Unisys history in Minnesota which are only partially covered within our web site anthologies, http://vipclubmn.org. Over a dozen shadow boxes 6 showing the 1100 computer series technologies from the 1950s to the 90s are in a hallway in the Unisys, Roseville plant.
We still have quite a bit of work to do -thousands of photos yet to be identified and catalogued; equipment stories to written; project relationships to write; and programs to be written for some of the Q-70 workstations to provide dynamic educational scenarios and interaction with visitors at the Lawshe Museum.
Personally, I'm looking forward to getting the Desert Hawk artifact displayed. Yes, the rugged design of the electronics and operational software for that drone was done in the Eagan plant.
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